
 

KLuK CGDT Pretoria Boutique Launch

Reaching new heights, the launch of the latest boutique in Pretoria epitomises what the brand has become, and where
KLûK CGDT is going as a fashion brand. Held on 22 August 2013, the exclusive and official launch, in partnership with
Glenmorangie Whisky, was a reflection of the impeccable taste and style KLûK CGDT exudes as one of South Africa's
foremost fashion brands.
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With fashion icons like Tarina Patel, Tselane Tambo, Judi Nokwedi and celebrities Jen Su, Nicole Flint, Maps and Tamarin
Jardine there to support KLûK CGDT, the brand has grown from strength to strength over the past 13 years and their
clientele have grown accustomed to the brand's love for bright colours, straight lines and love of the eclectic.

It was Schiaparelli, who was credited with "changing the outline of fashion from soft to hard, from vague to definite." Little
was it known that this foresight during the 30's would change the future of fashion forever as KLûK CGDT have in the
present.

Keeping the "home away from home" concept, with the décor and house exuding a contemporary version of the 30's era,
guests were treated to gourmet canapés whilst enjoying the incredibly rich single malt whisky from Glenmorangie, along
with Hennessy and Belvedere Vodka cocktails. The talented DJ SoulSista entertained the jam-packed crowd with her vibrant
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house music and had guests entertained well into the night.

With luxury chauffeur transfers provided by Mercedes-Benz (South Africa) to and from Gautrain on the evening, lucky
guests were treated to a Kérastase Paris goodie bag. The floating models on the evening, showcasing the KLûK CGDT
collection, had hair and make-up provided by Mizani and L'Oréal.

The Pretoria boutique will be offering KLûK CGDT exclusive ready-to-wear (off the rack), bridal and couture collections,
carrying sizes 30 to 40, as well as make up or alter to fit. KLûK CGDT is situated at 958 Justice Mohammed Street (232
Charles Street), Brooklyn, Pretoria.
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